
MADRID TANTRIC  FULL
XPERIENCE SPAIN

Tantra
 Tantra works with sexual energy,
a powerful energy that requires
care, attention and time to be

explored.
To be able to handle this

powerful energy is one of the
most powerful technology that

we have.
It can unblock, liberate, expand
and take you to the higherself

WWW.TRUETANTRA.EU

This is a unique experience   in which body, energies and high awareness will be develop 
 Expect to develop the connection with your potential sexual self and the 

activation of the chakra system in particular your Pineal Gland.

Friday at 18hrs, we finish at 21.30
Saturday 9 am / Lunch break at 13.30 / Re-start at 15.30 til 19.30 

VenueVenue
Yoga al DiaYoga al Dia
Arganda 18Arganda 18

MadridMadrid

Organized byOrganized by
BeTantric &BeTantric &  

Anand RudraAnand Rudra
+34 645195604+34 645195604

The weekend will be a complete
immersion in to the power of

orgasmia connected to the pineal
gland with the purpose to

activate the third eye and bring
to you the connection with your
subtle system, your siddhis and

your clarities !!!
Orgasmic light is the potentiality
that you have to connect & see

far beyond !!!  

 The Bodies & Orgasms

We will practice the tools of
Tantra to recognize and
activate the bodies of the
being.  Develop the
connection of Prana & Sexual
energy to create implotions &
explotions of enegy .

Pleasure & the subtle system

We will  experience  the
importance of enjoyment and
pleasure and how interrelate with
the chakras and the path to arrive
to supra-consiusness.
We will concentrate to get to know
the power of Shiva´s Eye ( Pineal
gland and how the energy awakes
perception. 

Third Eye & High
Frequency Energy

Orgasmia as itself its one of the
most amazing process that we
can have. Either sexual or
energetical. This power of this
energy can bring to us what is
called orgasmic light.  

Min donationMin donation
€80€80

the tantric man
develop 

the orgasmic light
December

9 -10 

Sarong, 2 Towels, coconut oil, & comfortable clothes 


